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ABSTRACT 
Recently the increasing demand for improving channel capacity value attract the 
researcher to work in this direction and use MIMO wireless communication system. 
Researchers contribute various algorithms to improve the channel capacity in wireless 
communication. However, to achieve improved channel capacity we may need to have 
detailed knowledge of the channel. So in this work our aim is to estimate the channel in an 
MIMO wireless environment. The overview on basic techniques for channel estimation is 
given here. In this work, we estimate different channel parameters such as amplitude and 
phase and the results are compared with the ideal parameters. Here Maximum Likelihood 
Technique (MLE) is used to estimate the channel parameters.   
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1.1 Introduction: 
 
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) communications techniques have been studied 
from a long time approximately more than one decade. it has been proved that theoretically that 
Communication system that use multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver have been 
the subject of much recent research because theoretically they offer improved capacity, coverage, 
reliability, or combinations compared to systems with a single antenna at either the transmitter or 
receiver or both [1],[2]. MIMO also offer different benefits, namely beam forming gain, spatial 
diversity and multiplexing. With beam forming, transmit and receive antenna patterns can be 
focused into a specific angular direction by the choice of complex baseband antenna weight. 
Under line-of-sight (LOS) channel conditions, XR and XT  gains add up, leading to an upper limit 
of m·n for the beam forming gain of a MIMO system (n and m here the number of antenna 
elements for the receiver Rx and for the transmitter XT  respectively). 
The increasing demand for capacity in wireless systems has motivating research aimed at 
achieving higher throughput on a given bandwidth. One important finding of this activity is that 
for an environment sufficiently rich in multipath components, the wireless channel capacity can 
be increased using multiple antennas on both transmit and receive sides of the link. Detailed 
performance judgment of space–time coding algorithms in realistic channels is mostly dependent 
upon accurate knowledge of the wireless channel spatial characteristics.  To improvement the 
gain that is possible with such systems which requires detailed knowledge of the MIMO channel 
transfer matrix. Algorithms that achieve this increased capacity actually use the multipath 
structure by cleverly coding of the data in both time and space [3]. 
 
1.2 Basic Understanding of MIMO System 
 
The very basic first idea about MIMO (Multiple-input-Multiple-output) system found in the 
work of AR Kaye and DA George (1970), Branderburg and Wyner (1974), and W.van Etten 
(1975,1976) during the working on beam-forming application. The MIMO system first time 
introduced at Stanford University in 1994 and later at Lucent in 1996. Various authors purposed 
a various principal of MIMO system. Richard Roy and Bjorn Ottersten were proposed the 
SDMA (space division multiple access) concept of MIMO in 1991.While in 1993 arogyaswami 
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Paulraj proposed SM (spatial multiplexing) concept.  In 1996 Greg der Raleigh and Gerard J. 
Foschini proposed new approach as in the one transmitter for improvise the link in effect we 
have to use more than one antenna in transmitter side which are co-located.  
The function of MIMO can be classified into three different categories which are 
1. Precoding 
2. Spatial multiplexing 
3. Diversity coding 
Precoding- in the narrow sense Precoding is multi-stream beamforming. While in the wider sense 
Precoding consider all spatial processing which occur on transmitter. In single stream 
beamforming, we send same signal from each transmit transmitter and we take phase and gain of 
transmitted signals in such a way that it can maximize the signal power at the receiver. 
Beamforming used to add emitted signal from the transmitted antenna for increasing the gain of 
the signal which received at receiver. In Line-of-Sight (LOS) propagation, beamforming provide 
intensive explained direction pattern but for the cellular network conventional beam does not 
provide a good idea because it characterize by multipath propagation. When we arrange receiver 
with multiple antennas, transmit beamforming are not able to provide maximum signal strength 
among all receiver antennas, at this stage Precoding generally favorable. Precoding required the 
knowledge of channel state information at both end of communication system. 
Spatial multiplexing- It require MIMO antenna system. In spatial multiplexing, high rate stream 
signal split in multiple low rate streams. Each stream transmits from different transmitter in same 
frequency channel. Spatial multiplexing used to increase the channel capacity at high signal to 
noise ratio. With the help of number of antennas which used at both and of communication link 
we can limit the maximum number of spatial stream. We can use spatial multiplexing without 
CSI at transmitter but if we want to use it with Precoding we have require CSI. 
Diversity Coding- we used it when we have no knowledge of channel at transmitter. In this 
method, we transmit a single stream where we code the signal with the help of space-time 
coding. Diversity coding exploits independent fading to enhance the diversity of signal in 
multiple antenna system. If we have some knowledge of channel at transmitter, we can combine 
diversity coding with spatial multiplexing. 
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In Different forms of MIMO- 
One is multi-antenna type called it as single user type. The special case of MIMO is SISO 
(single-input-single-output), SIMO (single-input-multiple-output), MISO (multiple -input- 
multiple -output). In MISO case receiver used only one antenna. While in SIMO case transmitter 
used only one antenna. The established/former radio system is a perfect example of SISO 
system. The SISO systems use single antenna at both transmitter and receiver. The some 
limitation on case is we have to select large physical antenna spacing. 
Another is multi-user type. In the recent research, it found that multi-user (also called Network 
MIMO) can have high potential practically. Cooperative MIMO, multi-user MIMO are some 
class of multiuser type. 
1.3 Mathematical Description of MIMO System 
 
Basically MIMO stands for multiple inputs multiple outputs. It means multiple antennas on 
both the side of communication system which is transmitter and receiver. 
 
 
Fig. 1.1 MIMO Channel 
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Fig. 1.1 show above is the basic MIMO Channel block diagram. It shows multiple 
transmitters at transmit location and multiple receivers at receive location. The MIMO systems 
are able to increase the capacity of the communication channel in which the signals propagate. 
The channel matrix for the MIMO systems can be represents as 
 
  
             H = 
[
 
 
 
   
   
 
    
    
   
          ]
 
 
 
 ……………………………………. (1.1) 
 
The format of channel matrix which is providing in equation (1.1) shows the many 
elements in between transmitter and receiver. These elements are channel gains or complex 
fading coefficient between transmitter and receiver. We are assuming here that the gains are 
independent and identically distributed and based on Gaussian random variable have zero mean 
and unit variance. We are transmitting frame by frame. In between the frame the channel does 
not change. When the frame of transmitted signal are change the channel are also change. In 
between the communication system when the channel travels so many obstacles presents which 
makes the multipath for input transmission signal. So, the received signal at the receiver is the 
sum of these entire multipath signals.  
From the information theory, we can represent the channel capacity of MIMO System when 
the transmitter and the receiver kept instant channel state information as  
 
                                       )]det(log[ 2
1)(;
max
H
qtrq
CSIperfect HQHIEC 

  
                                                              
)2.1.....().........det([log2 DSDIE 
 
Where H() = Hermitian transpose 
    = transmit SNR (ratio between transmit power and noise power) 
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We can achieve optimal covariance of the signal )( HVSVQ   by singular value 
decomposition (SVD) of the channel matrix )( HUDV H  and optimal diagonal power 
allocation matrix )0,.......,0),,(,........,(( min1 rt NNSSdiagS  . We can achieve optimal 
power allocation by waterfilling [24], which is 
                                      )3.1.......().........,min(,......,1;
1
2 rt
i
i NNi
d
S 










  
Where ),min(1 ,......., rt NNdd = Diagonal element of D, 
(.)  Is zero if its argument is   
negative. We select  in prenominal way that it satisfy  tNN NSS rt  ),min(1 ...........  
If transmitter kept only statistical channel state information then the channel capacity will 
decrease. The capacity decreases as signal covariance Q could only optimize in terms of average 
mutual information. 
                                                                 
)4.1().........det([log2max
H
Q
CSIlstatistica HQHIEC 
 
With the statistical information the correlation affect the channel capacity. if transmitter is 
no channel state information. It can select signal covariance Q for maximize channel capacity. 
This take place under worst-case statistics that means I
N
Q
t
1
  
                                                                 )5.1(..........)det(log 2 






H
t
CSIno HH
N
IEC

  
With the statistical properties of channel, channel capacity is no more than ),min( rt NN     times 
greater than of a SISO system. 
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1.4 Advantages of MIMO antenna system  
Wireless channel provide some limitation in communication system which is shown below 
in Fig 1.2 and explained. In the wireless transmission the major limitations are 
1. Noise: Thermal noise create problem in transmission which effect on electronic 
instruments. By this the efficiency of instruments gets low. Also by the increased noise 
the noise power increased which reduced the signal to noise ratio and by this effect the 
signal to noise ratio reach in limited state. By the noise affect the strength of signal 
increase or decrease in a random manner. 
2. CCI: CCI stands for co-channel interference. It is a cross talk on different transmitter on 
the same radio frequency. During poor weather we can see this effect on cellular 
communication. It mainly occurs when the radio frequency distribution has some 
problem and radio spectrum provide adverse effect by crowded scenario. When we 
allocate the radio spectrum in a right manner than this problem can be decrease.  
3. ISI: It stands for inter symbol interference. It occurs mostly in telecommunication. In the 
communication system when we transmit the signal from the transmitter then in between 
the signal interface with other signal. This interference occurs in symbols of signals. It 
produced distortion like noise. It also occurs on multipath propagation and band limited 
signal. ISI effects on eye pattern. In band-limited signal it can be avoided by pulse 
shaping. The ISI can be minimizing by making impulse response so smaller. By the 
minimization of impulse response the transmitted bit are not able to overlap.  
4. Fading: In the communication system fading refers the decrease in the signal strength. 
Fading is a random phenomenon, so it does not depend on time. Either by multipath 
propagation or by wave propagation it comes. Fading classified into different category 
like slow and fast fading, selective and frequency selecting fading etc. fading effect 
changes the amplitude and phase of transmitted signal.  
MIMO systems which used at both transmitter and receiver side are capable to 
reduce all these limitation in a certain extend. Due to gain of spatial multiplexing the 
communication channel capacity improves. The increased capacity does not take more 
power as well as bandwidth. 
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Fig 1.2 
While by the diversity gain we can see the improvement in reliability. By the antenna array 
system the output signal to noise ratio is more than N times input signal while N stands for noise 
power. So we can see that by these and by many more parameter increases many limitation of 
wireless communication.  
We used MIMO system mostly in wireless communication (WLAN, Wi-Fi, WI-Max). The 
MIMO system has the capacity in the improvement of data while the distance between antennas, 
signal strength, noise in the environment are major concern. The channel capacity has some 
limit. This limit is shown by Shannon in his theorem which is  
   
                                                                         
)6.1.().........1(log 2 SNRBWCapacity   
By this equation it is clear that the channel capacity is ultimate depends upon channel 
Bandwidth and signal to noise ratio. The signal bandwidth can be increased by bit-rate/symbol 
rate of modulating signal. The MIMO antennas system used multiple antennas at transmitter as 
well as receiver. By this increased antennas model not only we can improve our channel capacity 
but high data rate also. For example the 4 x 4 antenna system produce double spatial stream 
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compared to 2 x 2 antennas system as well as by four times compared to 1 x 1 antennas system. 
The 1 x 1 antennas system called the traditional antennas system. 
The Benefits of MIMO can be pointed out as 
1. It has under water application as sonar communication. 
2. It is used in RADAR application, it increase the Beam-forming. 
3. It can be used as Broadband. 
4. It can be used in multimedia cases alike video and more many. 
5. It can also use in home, office, moving object and moving to stationary object. 
6. It has the ability to provide multiplexing gain. 
7. It can increase the signal to noise ratio by some constant factor. 
8. We can get the maximum diversity gain by MIMO system. 
9. In the capacity issue the SISO (single input-single output) based on SNR. While in 
MIMO cases the capacity improved by less antennas. The growth rate of capacity in 
MIMO is linear compared to SISO.  
10. The MIMO use less power for transmission. It removes the interference in the channel 
and increases the signal strength. By the increased strength of signal the signal provide 
better efficiency. The users and ranges are also improved. 
 
1.5 Challenges in MIMO system  
1. Larger MIMO- more than hundred low power antenna (approximately 1mW) places on 
a Base station to increase the performance of MIMO system. 
2. Estimation of practical impairment- in practical communication system major factor like 
timing offset, phase shift, frequency offset affect the system performance. The 
estimation of these several factors as well as the compensation of these factors are a 
major challenge 
3. MIMO relaying network- Combined the cooperative and MIMO technologies to 
increase the channel capacity, coverage area and channel reliability  
4. Reduce the hardware and software complexity, thermal problem due to increase antenna 
structure on both side of antenna of the MIMO system 
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5. Reduce the Antenna spacing problem which occur difficulty in MIMO communication. 
6. Heterogeneous network- combined the macro-cell, Pico-cell and femto-cell together to 
increase indoor coverage as well as power efficiency 
7. Multicell MIMO- equipped multiple base station with multiple antenna is a main 
challenge in interference mitigation 
8. Reduce the problem of power consumption 
 
1.6 Channel State Information (CSI) 
 
1.6.1 Introduction 
In wireless communication, identified channel attributes of a communication link called 
channel state information. The channel state information gives total knowledge of signal 
propagation. How the signals transmit from the transmitter and reach to receiver. The 
phenomenon which face by the signal in communication channel alike scattering, diffraction, 
power delay and many more are explain by channel state information. The CSI require 
estimation at the receiver and generally quantization and feedback for transmitter. So, we can 
conclude that the transmitter have different CSI with respect to receiver. The CSI for the 
transmitter can be expressed as CSIT and for the receiver CSIR as well. 
Basically for CSI two stages are which is  
1. Short term CSI-also called as instantaneous CSI. It show current channel 
circumstance which we know. We can view this by impulse response of a digital 
filter. It provides possibility to conform the transmitting signal for impulse 
response. So by this we make optimal receive signal for two things. The first one 
is spatial multiplexing or the second one low bit error rate. 
2. Long term CSI-also called as statistical CSI. It show the statistical characteristics       
of the channel which we know. This statement can include, for example in the 
fading   distribution we include fading disturbance, line of sight element and 
correlation. 
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 1.6.2 Mathematical Description of CSI 
We can model the MIMO system as 
                         )7.1.(..........................................................................................nHxy   
Here y = receive vector; x = transmit vector; H = channel matrix; n = noise vector 
Frequently noise modeled as complex normal distribution which express as 
S) cN(0,~n , Here mean = 0, noise covariance matrix = S 
Short term CSI / instantaneous CSI- in ideal case we know channel matrix H absolutely. So we 
can express the channel information as 
)R cN(vec(H),~)( errorestimateHvec  
Here estimateH =channel estimation; errorR = estimation error covariance matrix, to mess the 
column of H we used ) vec( because multivariate random variable generally defined as vector. 
Long term CSI / statistical CSI- in this CSI case we know the statistics of channel matrix H. In 
Rayleigh fading channel, this comparable to knowledgeable that 
R) cN(0,~)(Hvec  For some channel covariance matrix which referred as R. 
  
   1.6.3 Estimation of CSI 
Because the channel varies with the time so we have to estimate the CSI for a short term. 
The mostly use overture pilot sequences we used here. We know the transmitting signal and with 
the full knowledge of transmitter and receiver we estimate channel matrix. 
We are denoting pilot sequences as NPP .........,,.........1  
Here iP  = transmitted vector over channel  
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With the combination of receive pilot sequences total pilot signaling becomes  
NHPyyY N  ].,,.........[ 1   
Here pilot matrix ].........,,.........[ 1 NPPP  ; Noise matrix ].........,,.........[ 1 NnnN   
From the notations which are showing here mean, channel should estimate from cognition of Y 
and P. here for the estimation we are using least-square estimation techniques 
Here the channel as well as noise dispersion are unknown so we can represented the least-square 
estimator (or also called minimum variance unbiased estimator) as 
                             
1)(  
HH
estimateLS PPYPH  
Here H()  show conjugate transpose. The estimation mean square error proportional to
1)( HPPtr , here tr shows the trace. The error will be minimizing when we ordered HPP to 
identity matrix. It will be achieve when N is greater than or equal to number of transmitting 
antenna. 
 
1.7   Literature review:  
In this literature review basic idea of several methods for channel estimation are shown.  
Steven Howard, Hakan Inanoglu and John Ketchurn did an outdoor channel measurement for 
MIMO system. By using the wideband channel sounder they derive the channel impulse 
response for each transmitter-receiver pair. They calculated the different Correlation matrix for 
different times. They consider the fading affect into their experiment and proved that where the 
signal fading is non-correlated/Rayleigh the channel capacity is more compared to 
correlated/non-Rayleigh case [1], [5]. Jerry R. Hampton, Manuel A. Cruz and Naim M. Merheb 
measure the channel for urban military environment. They took two paths between transmitter 
and receiver „LOS (line of sight) path and L shape path‟ for channel measurement.  They 
measured data and by the uses of these data they derive channel transfer matrix and channel 
capacity. The capacity of channel is a function of antenna spacing between transmitter and 
receiver. This measured capacity is 1.3 or 1.8 times higher than theoretical capacity. The 
increment on antenna spacing shows no improvement in channel capacity [2]. 
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 In both the experiments that explain above it has been prove that fading correlation affects 
the capacity of MIMO system. It means if the fades between transmitter-receiver antenna pair is 
i.i.d (independent, identically distributed) the MIMO system offer a large channel capacity 
between compared to single transmitter-receiver system. There have done much work regarding 
the fading effect on channel capacity. One is ray-tracing simulation another is construct a scatter 
model [6], [10]. But the problem with them is that in MIMO antenna system they have not 
address the model of fading and effect of this on channel capacity. So Da-shan shiu, Member, 
IEEE and Gerard J. Foschini by extension of “one-ring” model which is first proposed by jakes 
[5] and have seen the effect of fading on channel capacity. 
Matthias Lieberei, Udo Zolzer estimate the MIMO channel with different and environments.  
They measure the MIMO channel in different environment and see the effect of these channels 
on spatial correlation, temporal correlation and channel capacity. They used space aircraft 
carrier in their environment. The delay spread is also explained by the author in their 
experiment [9]. C. Jandura, R. Fritzsche, G. P. Fettweis, and J. Voigt explain the MIMO 
channel analysis in urban area. They explained channel characteristics. Authors used the 
advanced ray tracing simulations method in their experiment and used the 2.53 GHz frequency 
for their experiment. The experiment was under of EASY-C project and the motive of these to 
know about multi-point coordination. The author objective of that experiment was to find-out 
the physical structure on wireless channel. They show that the capacity improvement is good in 
urban area [10]. 
In the starting of cellular communication path loss and fades effect are the major parameter 
to find out channel performance in any environments. But with the spending of time many other 
parameters used to find-out the performances. The some parameters are polarization, directivity, 
antenna gain, multi antenna system on both the end of communication. So the authors Nicolai 
Czink, Alexis Paolo Garcia Ariza in their measurements explained these all things and effects 
on channel estimation well. They used outdoor, indoor and indoor-outdoor combination for their 
experiments. 
Jon W. Wallace, Michael A. Jenson and Ajay Gummalla time varying MIMO channel are 
estimate for an outdoor environment. This experiment is done at 2.45 GHz frequency. The 
resultant data that collected from experiment used to express their behavior in form of channel 
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temporal variation. Some matrixes are generated so that variation of time on MIMO channel can 
be easily shown. And also matrixes also used to show system performances in time variation 
form. This analysis is very useful in in MIMO system mobile communication [11]. 
1.8   Outline of Thesis 
In this chapter introduction of MIMO, Advantages, Challenges, Application of MIMO, Channel 
state information are discussed. 
In chapter 2 Brief overview of various estimation techniques are given. And discussion on 
Maximum Likelihood techniques (MLE) is also given.  
In chapter 3 Channel estimation of MIMO wireless environment by MLE are discussed.  
Chapter 4 provided conclusion of present work and future work prediction which will have to 
done in future. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Statistical Estimation Techniques   
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2.1 Introduction  
 
Estimation Theory is a one important branch of statistics from various branches. The 
estimation theory deals with estimate value of parameter which is based on measured data and 
which has random ingredient. The parameter which we want to identify in estimation theory 
should be such like that the value of this parameter affect the dispersion of measured data. An 
estimator is about to approximate the unknown parameter using the measurement.   
For example, in the radar system our intention is to find-out or to estimate the range „R‟ 
of an object. To estimate the range „R‟ of radar we send an electromagnetic pulse from the 
transmitter that pulse after reflecting from target produce an echo which received by the antenna 
after some time delay. The reflected pulses from the object are necessity enclosed in electrical 
noise. The measured data are distributed in random order so for the calculation of transit time we 
required estimation. 
The main motive of estimation theory is to come on an estimator. This should be 
implementing in an easy manner. The estimator which we want to implement used evaluate data 
as an input. This estimator gives an estimate of this parameter with comparable accuracy. We 
always prefer such kind of estimator which expose optimality and show maximum accuracy. The 
optimality of an estimators show less amount of average error. Though this error only for some 
course of estimator. For example - Minimum-Variance-Unbiased-Estimator (MVUE) 
In the case of MVUE the division is an exercise of unbiased estimator. While average 
error criterion is variance (variance quantify that how far the set of data are spread). 
Nevertheless, the optimal estimator always does not exist. Problem of statistics is not to find 
estimates of the evaluate data but to find estimators. Estimator is not rejected because one 
estimator gives bad result for one sample. It is rejected when it gives bad results in a long run i.e. 
it gives bad result for many, many samples. Estimator is accepted or rejected depending on its 
sampling properties. Estimator is judged by the properties of the distribution of estimates it gives 
rise. Mostly the estimator should be efficient and unbiased as well. 
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2.2 Brief Overview of various Estimation techniques 
 
There is some general step to find out an estimator- 
1. To find out a coveted estimator, in the very first step from the measured data we 
calculate the probability density function. This density function formed from physical 
model which in an explicit manner show the relation between estimated parameter 
and measured data and how the noise effect these data. 
2. After decided the model of this probability density function, the very basic thing 
which would be very useful to find out the precision of any one of estimator which is 
theoretical achievable. We can use Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for this processing. 
3. In the next step, we have to develop an estimator or apply an estimator. If anyone 
estimator which previously known is valid to this model then at this stage we apply 
the estimator. There are many different methods for deriving the estimator. 
4. In the final, experiments or simulation methods can be used to check the performance 
of an estimator. 
 
Estimation theory can be applied linear model as well as nonlinear model. This theory is 
in a very close relation to both system designation and nonlinear system designation.  
 
 Commonly used estimation techniques or estimators are 
1. Minimum variances unbiased estimators (MVUE) 
2. General Minimum variances unbiased estimators 
3. Best linear unbiased estimators (BLUE) 
4. Maximum Likelihood estimators (MLE) 
5. Bayes estimators 
6. General Bayesian estimators  
7. Linear Bayesian estimators 
8. Kalman Filters 
9. Wiener Filters  
10. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
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In statistical signal processing basically we divide the estimator into two type unbiased 
estimator and biased estimator. Unbiased estimators give the true value of estimated 
parameter while the biased estimators provide some error in estimation. So we always try to 
find out an unbiased estimator for any problem. The various type of unbiased and biased 
estimator are The Minimum variance unbiased (MVU) estimators is an unbiased estimators 
which is having lower variance compared to any other unbiased estimators for all existing 
values of parameter. If any unbiased estimators which gives variance same as Cramer-Rao 
Lower Bound (CRLB) such kind of estimator called as minimum variance unbiased 
estimators. Here CRLB show a lower bound. The lower bound is on variance of estimators of 
a settled parameter.  In the rating of CRLB at some time the results efficient. So that 
estimator is MVU estimators. Nevertheless, effective estimators do not exist. So it is also a 
one of most interesting thing find out the MVU estimator. For such estimation we have 
required Rao-Blackwell-Lehmann-scheffe (RBLS) theorem. By use of this theory we can 
estimate the MUV estimator by only simple examination. In some estimation problem when 
we find to estimation the linear data. At that time the question comes that which estimator 
provide estimation for linear function. The answer looks very clear; the functions which 
make such estimator are best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE). So, BLUE is unbiased, 
worked as linear function and also having minimum variance. The maximum likelihood 
estimator or MLE used mostly in practical and based on maximum likelihood principal. Least 
square estimation or LSE is estimation process when we have no knowledge about 
probability. So, LSE is wholly deterministic approach. The moment of method is another 
estimation technique. It uses simple optimizing approach in entity without any optimality 
property. It uses to work on larger data samples size. With it, we used it in initial estimation 
for algorithm. For example- iterative searching of MLE 
The Kalman filter is a recursive estimator means it estimates form previous time sample 
and current time sample for computation current state. It is a most simple dynamic Bayesian 
network. It estimates the true value of state recursively overtime. It uses incoming 
measurement and mathematical process model. In statistics, Markov chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) method is a class of algorithm for sampling from probability distribution. It is 
based on constructing a Markov Chain that has desired distribution as its equilibrium 
distribution. 
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2.3 Application of Estimation Theory 
 
Numerous fields used the estimation techniques. Some of fields are- 
 
1. Signal processing 
2. Adaptive control theory 
3. Telecommunication 
4. Opinion polls 
5. Software engineering 
6. Project management 
7. Clinic trials 
8. Quality control 
9. Orbit determination 
10. Network intrusion detection system 
 
 
2.4 Maximum Likelihood Estimation  
 
2.4.1 Introduction of maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) 
 
In psychology, we seek to uncover general law and principles that govern the behavior 
under investigation. These general laws and principles calculated and analyzed in terms of 
hypotheses because they are not directly observable. In mathematical modeling, these hypotheses 
are the structures and internal working off probability distribution families, that we called 
models. 
 Once when we specified model and its parameter and data have been collected from 
experiment. The very basic problem is this time is how we can fit this data very well. The basic 
procedure for best fitting of this data is called parameter estimation. 
There are two general methods of parameter estimation first one is least-squares 
estimation (LSE) and another is maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The least-squares 
estimation (LSE) is a standard choice to find out approximate solution for over-determined 
system. Over-determined system means the more than three equations set those are unknown. 
The LSE method minimizes the sum of the squares of the errors which made in the results of 
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every single equation. It is a very popular choice in psychology. Their uses are in linear 
regression, sum of squares error, proportion variance accounted, root mean squared deviation etc.  
On the other side, MLE is not as much used in psychology as in statistics. MLE is a 
standard method to find out parameter estimation in statistics. This method is a popular one 
method in estimation of model parameter. When we applied a given data set and statistical 
model, the MLE method gives the estimate values of this parameter. MLE has no optimal 
properties for finite sample but it possesses some limiting properties as consistency, asymptotic 
normality, efficiency and so more [6]. Application of MLE in statistical area is curve fitting, 
linear model, generalized linear model, and structure equation modeling etc. while in the other 
fields are econometrics, psychometrics, communication system, geographical satellite-image 
classification etc. 
 
2.4.2 Principle of Maximum Likelihood Estimation with Suitable example  
 2.4.2.1 Probability Density function 
From a statistical point of view the data is identified by probability distribution. The 
models parameter has unique value of each probability distribution. A change in the values of 
model parameter generates new probability distribution. Let m)|(yf  show the probability 
density functions which represent probabilities of observed data vector y given the parameter w. 
throughout this principle, we will use for a vector and for a vector element plain letter and letter 
with subscript respectively (e.g. for vector X, for vector element iX ). The parameter  
),.......,,( 21 kwwww   shows a vector into a multi dimension space. While in the individual 
observation, yi‟s are statistically independent from another. So by the probability theory, the PDF 
for    ),.......,,( 21 nyyyy  given the parameter vector w can be expressed as a multiplication of 
PDFs for individual observations. 
2.1)w).......(|(f w).......|(w)f|(w)|),....,,(( n221121 mn yyyfyyyyf 
 
To understand the idea of a PDF we are taking into consideration a simplest case. In this 
case we are taking single observation and single parameter. That means m=k=1, assume that the 
data y here representing the number of success in the succession of 10 Bernoulli trials (for 
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example-toss a coin 10 times is a Bernoulli trial). And the probability for the succession of 1 trial 
whatsoever, we represent it by parameter w which is 0.2. So, in this case we can represent the 
PDF as  
                     
)2.2.....(..........)8.0()2.0(
)!10(!
10!
0.2)  w0,n |( )10( yy
yy
yf 

  
                    Where )10,.......,2,1(y  
This Distribution is called as a binomial distribution. Where the parameter are n = 10, w 
= 0.2. Here we are considering the number of trail as a parameter. The shape of PDF which is 
represented in equation (2.2) given below in figure 2.1. With the change in the parameter value w 
we can obtain new PDF. In the new parameter case (w=0.7) we can represent the PDF as 
                                      )3.2.....(..........)3.0()7.0(
)!10(!
10!
0.7)  w0,n |( )10( yy
yy
yf 

  
        Where )10,.......,2,1(y  
The shape of this PDF is shown into the bottom of figure 2.1. The general formula for the PDF 
of the binomial distribution for any values of w and n can be represented as  
                                                                 )4.2.....(..........)1()(
)!(!
n!
 w)n, |( )( yny ww
yny
yf 

  
                                                                                                              ),........,1,0;10( nyw   
The equation 2.4 is a function of y where the values of n and w are given. If we collect all these 
PDF which we bring forth to vary the parameter crossway its range ( )1,10  nw  define a 
model.           
             2.4.2.2 Likelihood function 
The corresponding PDF for a set of parameter value shows that some data are more 
probable than other data. From the given observed data and one model we find out one PDF from 
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all the probability density of which the probability model are prescribe that most likely to 
produced data. So we faced an inverse problem and to solve this, we defined a likelihood 
function by reverse the given data vector y and parameter vector w  in w)|(yf , i.e.             
..(2.5)....................w)........|(w)|( yfyL   
So, w)|(yL  represents the likelihood function of the parameter w and the observed data y 
which is defined on parameter scale.  
 
Fig 2.1 Binomial Probability Distribution where the sample size n = 10, probability parameter w 
= 0.2 (top) and w = 0.7 (bottom) 
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In the previous example the one-parameter binomial example by the equation 2.4, the 
likelihood function for y = 7 and n = 10 can be represented as  
           
)6.2)........(10()1(
!3!7
!10
w)10,n|7f(y 7)y 10,n |L(w 77  www
 
The likelihood function which is represented in equation (2.6) can be shown in figure 
(2.2) which is given below.  There are important differences between the two function w)|(yL  
and w)|(yf . Because these two different functions are defined on different axis so we cannot 
compare it directly. Fig 1 shows the probability of a specific data while the Fig 2 shows the 
likelihood of a specific parameter value to a fix data. The likelihood function which is show in 
Fig 2 is a curve because next to n there only one parameter. If model has kept two parameters 
than, the likelihood function would a surface which sits above parameter attribute. So in general 
we can say like this way- 
 The likelihood function changes according to parameter. If the likelihood function has k-
parameters then this function takes shape of k-dimension geometrical surface. This surface is 
sitting on a k-dimension hyper plane that spanned by parameter vector ),.......,,( 21 kwwww  . 
 
Fig 2.2 The likelihood function for given observed data y = 7 and sample size n = 10 for 
one parameter model 
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2.4.2.3 Maximum likelihood estimation 
After collection of data and determine the likelihood function for a model we are 
interested in finding the parameter value that corresponds to the desired probability distribution. 
In the Fig 1 different probability distribution are given, from these distributions we are showing 
interest to find-out the parameter values which match with craved probability distribution. 
R.A.Fisher developed the principle of MLE (Maximum Likelihood estimation). This used 
to make the data most likely, the data are observable data. So, we have to seek the values of the 
parameters that maximize likelihood function w)|(yL . The resulting parameters vectors in the 
multi-dimensions space, called the MLE estimation. And is denoted by  
),.......,,( ,,2,1 MLEkMLEMLEMLE wwww   
For example, in the Fig 2, the MLE estimator is 7.0MLEw  which maximize the likelihood value 
of 267.0)7,10|7.0(  ynwL MLE . The PDF with respect to this MLE is shown in the 
bottom of Fig 1. In the summary we can conclude that MLE is methods for desire to probability 
distribution which oversimplify observe data maximum likely.  
 
2.4.2.4 Likelihood equation 
MLE if they exist, they are unique. For computational convenience, to estimate the MLE 
we have to maximizing the log-likelihood function which is w))|(log( yL . Because the functions 
w)|(yL and w))|(log( yL  are monotonically related to each other, so, if we maximize any one, 
we get same MLE. According to probability theory w))|(log( yL  is differentiable, if MLEw  exist. 
So, it has to satisfy partial differential equation. 
                                                                         
0
Wi
 y)))|L(w (log(



   …………. (2.7) 
At wi = MLEiw ,   for all ki ,,.........2,1  
The partial differential equation which is given above partial differential equation knows 
as likelihood equation. The condition “at wi = MLEiw ,   for all ki ,,.........2,1 ” is given because 
according to the definition the first derivative of given partial differential equation becomes 
equal to zero at these point.  
The likelihood equation given in equation (2.7) is a necessary condition for the existence 
of MLE. And one more condition that w))|(log( yL  is maximum or minimum, to find out this 
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the shape of the function should be convex that means it has to represent a peak not a valley. 
This can be checked by first derivative of given partial differential equation or second derivative 
of log-likelihood function. If they are showing negative values at wi = MLEiw ,   for all
ki ,,.........2,1  
                                                                         
0
 y)))|L(w (log(
2
i
2

w

 ………… (2.8) 
Here, let us we are again considering the previous one parameter binomial example for a 
fixed value of n. So, in the first we take the logarithm which gives into equation 2.6, after the 
logarithm the likelihood function looks like as  
                                   
)9.2)........(1ln(3ln7
7!3!
10!
ln7)y 10,n |(ln wwwL 
 
In the next, we are deriving the log likelihood function which show into equation (2.9) 
and express the deriving function as 
                                             
)10.2........(
)1(
107
1
37
7)y 10,n |(ln
ww
w
ww
wL
dw
d




  
By putting equation 2.10 equal to zero the craved MLE obtain as 7.0MLEw . To show that this 
desire MLE represent a maximum we are taking again derivative of first derivative of log-
likelihood function. After taking the derivative we are calculating this derivative at MLEww  . 
                           
)11.2........(062.47
)1(
37
7)y 10,n |(ln
222
2



ww
wL
dw
d
 
The second derivative value of log-likelihood function at MLEww  show a negative value 
which sign that the MLE values which we get by equation 2.10 is the desired MLE. 
 
It is not generally possible to find out an optimal solution of MLE estimation in practical, 
when the estimate model takes so many parameters and the PDF of this parameter are highly 
non-linear. At those cases MLE should use non-linear optimization algorithms. The basic idea 
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behind the use of non-linear optimization algorithms is that these algorithms able to find-out a 
quickly solution to maximize the log-likelihood function [6], [7], [8]. 
 
2.5 Application of MLE 
The Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) used for a wide range of statistical models, 
including: 
1. Linear models and generalized linear model 
2. Discrete choice model 
3. Many situation in the context of hypothesis testing and confidence interval 
formation 
4. Exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis 
5. Curve fitting 
6. Structure equation modeling  
 
These uses arise across applications in widespread set of fields, including: 
1. communication systems 
2. psychometrics 
3. econometrics 
4. time-delay of arrival (TDOA) in acoustic or electromagnetic detection 
5. data modeling in nuclear and particle physics 
6. magnetic resonance imaging 
7. origin/destination and path-choice modeling in transport networks 
8. Geographical satellite-image classification 
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CHAPTER 3 
Channel Estimation for MIMO System 
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3.1 Introduction 
To gain the knowledge about any MIMO wireless channel, the simplest method is to 
estimate the channel matrix of that MIMO System. This estimation includes the  effect of no of 
antennas at transmitter or receiver side, antenna array system, carrier frequency, transmission 
path and many more others parameters. The obtained results from the estimation are dependent 
on channel capacity, correlation between the signal, path loss, and channel matrix order and on 
so many parameters. To improvement in channel capacity as well as to prevent the multipath 
delay effect we required the knowledge about the time varying channel. So, here our basic work 
is to find out the channel matrix and see the characteristics of channel matrix elements.  
In our simulation work, our basic aim is to estimate the channel matrix for MIMO 
wireless communication by MLE techniques. We will develop a channel matrix for MIMO for a 
different pairs of transmitter-receiver system and afterwards estimate the channel matrix; we will 
extract the information from channel matrix. 
 
3.2 Channel estimation in MIMO wireless environment using MLE Techniques: 
 Here we are estimating the MIMO channel matrix in wireless environment. In the 
maximum likelihood estimation techniques, we have to choose the fixed parameters that can 
maximize the likelihood function. So, first of all we have to fix the estimated parameters. Here 
we are assuming that the discrete receive signal which received at mth receive antenna from nth 
transmit antenna, where )(knf  represent the kth  sample of the code from nth transmit antenna 
represented as  
                                       
)1.3........(....................)cos( )()(0
)(
1
)( k
mmn
kk
n
N
n
mn
k
m fAy
T
 
  
Where  
0 = Discrete carrier frequency which is recoverable 
mnA  = Amplitude of transmitted signal from transmitter antenna n and received at receiver 
antenna m 
mn  = Phase of transmitted signal from transmitter antenna n and received at receiver antenna m 
 k = number of samples 
 K = total number of channel matrix 
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)(k = Carrier phase which is varying randomly 
)(k
nf = kth  sample of nth transmitter antenna code  
)(k
m = Discrete noise which we are assuming Gaussian amplitude distribution with zero-mean 
TN  Total number of transmitted antenna 
RN  Total number of received antenna 
  For the estimation we will use the amplitude and phase element as a parameter for MLE. 
We will make channel matrix from the amplitude and phase element for each transmitter-
receiver combination. So the size of the channel matrix will be NT × NR. We can accommodate 
the value of total number of transmitter and receiver antenna up to 16 but we will use two cases 
in our simulation. The first one is 4× 4 (4 transmitter and 4 receiver) and another is 10 × 10 (10 
transmitter and 10 receiver). So, in the very first beginning we can define the channel matrix as 
the channel matrix elements are dependent on amplitude and phase of the received signal. Now 
we can represent the channel matrix as  
mnH  = mnA e 
j mn   = RmnH + j
I
mnH
 
Here RmnH  and 
I
mnH  are the real and imaginary part of channel transfer matrix. The 
channel matrix is complex channel matrix and its elements are complex fading coefficient.  
            Now we have to take a likelihood function which would be the function of our 
parameters and can gives likelihood of our data. Here we are considering a sequence of    
112  kk  sample which based on K = 112  kk . This is the length of the code multiplied by 
the number of samples per symbol. The observed signal is )(kmy . So here we can represented the 
likelihood function as
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So the equation (3.2) can be represented as  
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According the MLE theory, to estimate the parameters we have to take the derivative of 
Likelihood function with respect to our parameters. So we are taking the derivative of mT  with 
respect to both RmsH  and 
I
msH (real and imaginary part of channel matrix). Here, we are taking s as 
a variable with the range is in between 1 and TN   means 1 ≤ s ≤ TN . 
After taking derivative and puts the result equal to zero. After solve all these 
mathematical operation we can directly write the results as 
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Where 1 ≤ m ≤ NR and we are assuming )](2cos[
)(
0
kk    and )](2sin[ )(0
kk    as k  
and βk respectively for our mathematical convinces. Now we can form the equation (3.5) and 
equation (3.6) into matrix format.  
 
                                                            [
R
mD
I
mD
]  [
mB ,11 mB ,12
mB ,21 mB ,22
] [
R
mH
I
mH
] ....................        
From this matrix format of equations (3.5) and (3.6) we can find out the values of RmnH  
and ImnH  for every single values of m. from the values of values of 
R
mnH  and
I
mnH  we can written 
the channel matrix for one time sample as 
mnH  = 
R
mnH + j
I
mnH . We have to calculate the channel 
matrix as the number of time samples are.
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3.3 Analysis of Channel Matrix  
3.3.1 Normalization of Channel Matrix 
Since in the communication, actual receive power is not as same as we transmit from 
transmitted antenna, because the number of transmitter and receiver antennas, the noise present 
in the channel reflect the actual result. So it is become so compulsory that in between 
transmitters and receivers the power transfer must be unity. To be the power transfer between 
them unity normalization is required of channel transfer matrix H. Let )(kOH  and 
)(k
NH are the 
observed and normalize channel matrix respectively. Here we are taking normalization constant 
A. We have to measure A in such a way that  )(kNH  
= A )(kOH , so the unity gain power constant 
may be expressed as 
                                                                       )7.3(....................1 
2
(k)
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1 1 1

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K
k
M
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N
n
 
  
Here, K= total number of channel matrix samples, after solving equation (3.7) for the 
normalization constant A is           
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After performing )(kNH  
= A )(kOH , we get the normalize channel transfer matrix. 
 
3.3.2 Extraction of Channel information  
From the normalization channel matrix which we estimate by the MLE, we are going to 
extract the channel information from channel matrix element. For extraction of channel 
information we have to analysis the characteristics of channel matrix element means 
characteristics of amplitude and phase one by one. The PDFs (probability density function) of 
the amplitude and phase of the channel matrix „H‟ element can be estimated using the histograms 
functions of amplitude and phase respectively. 
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Here, HIST x)(f, = Histogram of the function „f‟ where the size of bins is x  
K = number of samples of channel transfer matrix 
NR = Total number of receive antennas at the receiver 
NT = Total number of transmit antennas at the transmitter 
 
3.4 Simulation Result 
Here, we are considering two cases for channel matrix characteristics. In the first case we 
take 4 × 4 data sets means we used 10 transmitter and receiver in simulation work. While in the 
second case we take 10 × 10 data sets in simulation work. 
 
              Fig. 5 Empirical PDFs for the magnitude of the 4 × 4 H matrix elements compared  
     with Rayleigh PDF 
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                   Fig. 6 Empirical PDFs for the magnitude of the 4 × 4 H matrix elements compared            
with Uniform PDF 
 
                    Fig. 7 Empirical PDFs for the magnitude of the 10 × 10 H matrix elements     
compared with Rayleigh PDF 
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                 Fig. 8 Empirical PDFs for the magnitude of the 10 × 10 H matrix elements  
            compared with Uniform PDF 
 
 
The simulation results of channel matrix element (amplitude and phase) characteristics 
shown above. Figure 5 and 6 show the empirical PDFs for 4 × 4 data sets for magnitude and 
phase of respectively. While Figure 7 and 8 show the empirical PDFs for 10 × 10 data sets for 
magnitude and phase of respectively. These simulation results compared with Rayleigh 
distribution (for magnitude, parameter 
2 = 0.5) and uniform distribution (for phase, parameter
],[   ). When we compare the obtained result with Rayleigh and uniform parameter we can 
see that the arrangement between analytical and empirical PDFs is very good. When we increase 
the number of transmitter and receiver antennas elements the empirical PDFs show more fitness 
towards analytical PDFs. This shows the consistent property of MLE.  
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CHAPTER 4 
Conclusion and Future work 
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4.1 Conclusion 
In this work, we estimate the communication channel matrix in MIMO wireless 
environment. The basic understanding of MIMO system with its mathematical description is 
provided here. In this report brief overviews of various estimation techniques are explained. Here 
we use maximum likelihood as the estimation technique because, it provide consistent 
approaches to parameter estimation problem.  At the end, the simulation results of estimated 
MIMO channel matrix parameters are provided. The result is compared with 10 transmitter and 
receiver antenna elements.  
4.2 Future work 
 Evaluate the response of the MIMO system by implementing different modulation 
schemes. 
 Calculate the accuracy of the estimated channel by evaluating the bit error rate of the 
MIMO system. 
 Measure the capacity of the MIMO system. 
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